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Exam Optimization Modeling (19158L42O)

Ftiday, April 2L,2OL7,8:45 - LL:45

o Use of calculators, mobile phones, etc. is not allowed!

r This exam consists of four problems. Start a new page for every problem.

o Total number of points: 50. Distribution of points according to the following
table.

1a:6
lb:2

2a:6
2b: 2

3a:4
3b: 6
3c 4

4a:3
4b: 3
4c:2
4d:2

5a:2
5b:2
5c:2
5d:2

1. Facility Location

We want to solve the following variant of the facility location problem: An instance is
described by an undirected graph G : (V,E) with edge costs c: E -+ [0, *). Every
vertex is a client. Every vertex is a possible location of a facility. Furthermore, we
are given a parameter k e N.

If.a € I/ is an open facility, client u €V can be connected to o if there is an edge

":{u,o} connectingz ando orrf u:o. Thecostsof connecting ulouf.oruf u

are c(e). If o is an open facility, then o can be connected to itseif with cost 0.

The goal is to open at most k facilities and to connect each client to exactly one
facility with minimum total costs.

/t
l' @) /(0 poi,nts) Build a MIP model for this problem.
t/
\-/

(b) (2 points)Now we have the following additional requirement: A facility can only
be opened at some u e V if it serves at least rn, clients (excluding itself). Fur-
thermore, it can serve at most rnf clients (excluding itself ).

Modify your model of Part (a) accordingly.



2. Tetris

In a simplified offiine-version of Tetris, you are given a number of rectangular blocks,
and your goal is to stack them in such a way that you use as few lines as possible.
(Note that, different from real Tetris, there is no ordering of blocks, i.e., there is
nothing like "block o comes after biock ó and, thus, a cannot be underneath'ö,,.)

The following graph shows five blocks on the left-hand side and two solutions of a
playing field of width L :7 and these five blocks. Both solutions are optimal, as they
both need nine lines, and it is impossible to pack the blocks with only eight lines. In
this setting, rotation of blocks is not allowed.

ru&

(6 poi'nts)Model the problem described above as an integer linear program. Ro.
tation of blocks is not allowed.

(2 points) Now aiso rotations of blocks are allowed. Describe how you can adapt
your modei to this variant.

The following graph shows an optimal solution for this setting that requires only
eight rows.

(u)

(b)



3. Knapsack and Column Generation

We consider the binary knapsack problem: we are given items L,...,n and a weight
boundB. Itemihasaweight of.wi> 0andyieldsaprofit of h> 0. Thegoalisto
find a subset of the items that weighs at most B and maximizes the profit among all
such subsets.

Formulated as an IP. we have

maximize ln,r,
i:l

-a
subject to Luiri 1B and ït,. . . ,rn e{0, 1}.

i:t

We consider the relaxation

n

maximize lru*,
. i:L

n,

subject to f wir;1 fi,

")= rfor alt a e [n], and

Ilt.,.rfn)0.

To avoid special cases and a few technical difficulties, we make the following as-
sumptions:

o We assume that wi ( B for ail e e [n] and D?-rwr, > B.

o We assume that the items are sorted by decreasing profit-to-weight ratio, and
that there are no two items of the same profit-to-weight ratio. This means that

U1 W2 U3 Wn

o We assume that no subset of the items has weight exactly B. This means that

D'n+'
ies

for all S g [n] This assumption implies that (K) has a fractional variable in
every optimal solution, even if we restrict the instances to a subset of the items.

(K)



@) Q poi,nts) Assume that we are given a set 
^9 e ["],, Assume further that Dres u1 ]

B (this is only to avoid trivial cases - otherwise, u/e can simply take all items in
s).

Give an optimal solution of the relaxation _(K) restricted to variables r; with
ieS.

(b) (6 poi,nts)Write down the dual of (K) and give the dual solution corresponding
to your solution of (a).

Hint: Complementary slackness.

(") Q poi,nts)Given your optimal solution from Part (b), what are the reduced costs
of the variables ra vrith i e ln]?

When should you add a neïv variable by column gdnelation, or when does the
process stop with an optimal solution of (K)? If a variable should be added,
which one?



4. Modeling Tricks

(u) (3 poi,nts) Assume that you have fixed numbers (t l ur < 12 < u2. yor have a
variable r that should only assume a value in the interval lh,ui or in the interval
ltz, uz].

Formulate this behavior using only linear constraints and appropriate additional
(integer) variables.

(b) (3 points)Lel k € N be a fixed natural number, and let att...,ak € IR. be k fixed
real numbers.

Assume that we have an unrestricted variable y and an integer variable r that
assumes values in {1,2,...,k}.
Model the constraint

u: ar.

using only linear constraints. You can use additional ,rarirbl"..

(") (2 points)You have integer variables gtt...,r,-withrange {0,...,M} for some
M e N. You also have a fixed integer ó € {0,..., M}.
Model the constraint y: l{i I rr.> b}l using linear constraints. This means that
3r should be equal to the number of variables that assume a value of at least b.
You can use additional variables.

(d) (2 points) You have two unrestricted variables r and y and, a fixed number b.
Model the constraint lz - gl : b using linear constraints. You can use additional
variables.
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5. Miscellaneous Questions

(2 poi,nts) Prove or disprove the following statement: For eaery matrix A E Vnxd
with rank(A): n, there erists a vector b e Z with b l0 such that the LP

minimize cTr

subject to Ar : b,

r)0
has only integral basic feasible solutions.

Hi,nt: Cramer's rule.

(b) (2 poi,nts) Consider the LP

minimize gr

subject to r 1), , 
s

r,u > 0.

Assume that you run the simplex method to solve this problem. Is it possible
that simplex outputs the solutiorL tr : l, U :0? Why or why not?

(") (2 poi,nts) Consider the integer program

minimize cTr

subject to Ar : b,

r€Nd.

Let zp be the objective value of an optimum solution, and let zyp be the objective
value of the relaxation of this IP, i.e., when we replace r € Nd by r t 0. (You can
assume that both zp and zlp exist, i.e., both LP and IP are neither unbounded
nor infeasible.)

Which of the following cases can occur?

(i) ,t 1 zyp?

(ii) z1p : zrp?

(iii) z1p ) z1p?

(2 poi,nts)Consider again the IP of Question (c). Assume that b €.Zn and,that
A is a totally unimodular.

Which of the following cases can occur?

(i) ,r" 1 z1p7

(ii) z1p : ztp?

(iii) z1p ) 4,p?
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